
Our hoses within the the ISO bar – matrix are grouped according to the specified sizes and operating pressures. The 
ISO bar – matrix is therefore a helpful tool in determining the appropriate type of hose.

Within the help of the subsequent pictured cells we can explain to you how the matrix functions. You can find the cells 
within the matrix in row DN 12 and column 150.

The row stands for the nominal diameter of the hose, which is the nominal internal diameter of the hose. Every hose in 
one row has the same nominal width.

The different minimal operating pressures in bar (1 bar = 0,1MPa) are subdivided in columns. Every hose in the co-
lumn and on the right side have this minimal operating pressure.
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 Every hose in the row and consequently 
in the cell have the same nominal width 
DN 12

 Every hose in the column and conse-
quently in the cell, as well as every ad-
ditional hose right of this column have a 
minimum operating pressure of 150 bar

Every hose is illustrated by means of its own 
“hose card”.
On the top row of every hose card you can 
find the type of hose marking, for example, 
1SC.

For hose lines from the company Manuli 
Hydraulics, there are independent abbrevi-
ations, for example, EQ stands for the type 
Equator, RM stands for the type Rockma-
ster and TR stands for the type Tractor.

Hoses from the Exovation product line are 
marked with the       -logo.   
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Groups with the same WP (±5 bar) and 
BR (±5 mm)

The operating pressure and bending radius 
are normally apparent for every hose. If this 
is not the case like in the encircled groups, 
the reason is that every hose in this group 
has very similar pressure and bending 
radius values. 
These deviate among themselves to a ma-
ximum of ±5 bar operating pressure and ±5 
mm bending radius. In the case that you are 
interested in one of these hoses from this 
group, you will find data specification sheets 
with further detailed values in the area of the 
hose data specifications under the illustra-
ted descriptions, or respectively under the 
denoted page number.


